, the viscosity of shear-melted clumpy glasses should increase with the intensity of the applied deformation, a phenomenon known as shear thickening. This behaviour is at odds with that of most materials, in which the application of shear decreases a sample's viscosity. Finally, the link between soft particles and quantum mechanics should be noted: boson particles have been predicted 10 to form supersolids, the quantum analogue of clumpy crystals, although such supersolids have not yet been observed. Perhaps an experimentally realized clumpy crystal could give insight into some aspects of such mysterious quantum solids.
The unconventional behaviour of soft matter has often surprised scientists. Lenz and colleagues' study provides yet another example of how soft particles at the nano-and microscale do not simply reproduce phenomena known to occur in the atomic and molecular world. ■ particles (shown as transparent spheres; diameter corresponds to each particle's typical size) might adopt an arrangement in which they partially overlap with several neighbours. The total repulsion exerted on each particle by its neighbours is high. b, Alternatively, the same particles might form a regular lattice of 'clumps'; in this case, each clump contains an average of three overlapping particles. Particles belonging to distinct clumps do not interact, so that the overall repulsion exerted on each particle is less than that in a. Particles might also be able to hop between lattice sites (arrow 
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ASTRONOMY
Andromeda's extended disk of dwarfs
Deep-imaging observations of the Andromeda galaxy and its surroundings have revealed a wide but thin planar structure of satellite galaxies that all orbit their host in the same rotational direction. See Letter p.62
R . B R E N T T U L LY
I n this issue, Ibata and colleagues 1 report that roughly half the dwarf companion galaxies of the Andromeda galaxy are rotating coherently about it in a thin plane. Their finding provides a fascinating new constraint on theories of galaxy formation.
First, the observational facts. Andromeda, also known as Messier 31, is the nearest giant galaxy to our Galaxy. It is so near that a census of its companions by deep imaging with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope has been completed over a large area and to a faint level of detection. Because the system is close, distances to the companions can be measured and the velocities of constituent stars determined. Such a complete census for the Milky Way is impossible because candidates could be anywhere in the sky, even behind a zone obscured by the Galaxy. And other giant galaxies are too far away to be studied to such a level of detail.
Ibata et al. found that 13 of 27 dwarf companions (satellites), at distances from Messier 31 of between 35 and 400 kiloparsecs (114-1,305 light years), lie in a thin plane 13 kpc thick and share a coherent velocity pattern: those to the north of Messier 31 are moving away from Earth relative to the galaxy, and those to the south are moving relatively towards Earth. No theorist of galaxy formation would have dared to predict such a situation. What's more, the Milky Way is in the same plane as the 13 satellites. The discovery of this plane is a spectacular result, and the authors avoid the risk of diluting their message by not mentioning more speculative matters that add to the intrigue.
Although the disk of Messier 31 is tilted by about 50° from the plane of the satellites, the rotation in the galaxy is in the same direction of motion as the satellite-velocity pattern. Looking beyond Ibata and colleagues' survey region, the three galaxies that lie 250-500 kpc from Messier 31 -IC 1613, IC 10 and LGS 3 -and which were known before the advent of deep-imaging surveys, all reside in the same satellite plane. This is particularly interesting because these three more-distant galaxies contain substantial interstellar gas and are still forming stars, and so might be recent arrivals on the scene. All the satellites in the authors' survey region are gas deficient (except Messier 33, which is not on the plane being discussed) and, according to standard galaxyformation models, would be presumed to have been in the vicinity of Messier 31 for some time and to have complex orbits.
But things are even stranger than Ibata and colleagues suggest. The remaining known Messier 31 satellites can be split roughly in equal numbers into those at lower and higher Galactic longitude. All of those at higher longitude than Messier 31, including the Local Group's third-largest galaxy Messier 33, lie in a separate common plane. This secondary plane is offset and tilted by about 13° from the primary plane through Messier 31.
Ibata et al. remark on earlier suggestions that satellites of the Milky Way also seem to lie in a plane 2, 3 . It occurred to me that perhaps there was enough information in the data archives to evaluate the distribution of companions in the next-nearest groups of galaxies -those around the dominant galaxies Centaurus A and Messier 81. The regions around these galaxies have been closely studied in surveys for satellite candidates and in follow-up observations with the Hubble Space Telescope 4, 5 . In the case of Centaurus A, 22 of 24 satellites within 600 kpc of the galaxy's centre separate into two equally populated planes that are roughly parallel but offset by 280 kpc. Centaurus A lies in one of these planes. Most of the companions to Centaurus A are gas poor, but there are several systems that contain gas and in which star formation is occurring in each plane.
The situation in the Messier 81 Group is less compelling but still suggestive. Here, there is a distinction between the distribution of the gas-poor satellites and that of gas-rich satellites that are undergoing star formation. The gaspoor systems lie in a flattened distribution that have characteristic dimensions of 60 × 120 kpc, with the flattening coincident with the 'Local Sheet' structure 6 that harbours all the galaxies mentioned above and which extends over a long dimension of 10 Mpc and with a thickness of 1 Mpc. The gas-rich satellites typically lie farther from Messier 81, and loosely align to a plane of their own.
This discussion of the organized distribution of satellites is anchored in the solid evidence reported by Ibata and colleagues for a thin plane with coherent kinematics. There are hints that structure in the distribution of satellites is the norm. The subject deserves further attention, but it should be noted that the planes that have been discussed on scales of 300-500 kpc have a general alignment with the Local Sheet. This sheet forms a wall of an anti-structure, the 'Local Void' , that strongly affects the development of nearby structure 6 . Ibata et al. only touch on possible scenarios underlying the formation of the planar structures. The new information compounds a familiar galaxy-formation problem -a deficiency in the numbers of satellites found compared with theoretical expectations 7, 8 . Now, it seems, not only is there a paucity of satellites, but also most of those that do exist are in these organized structures. The very organization suggests that the structures (possibly as distinguished from their constituents) are not ancient.
Current ideas about galaxy formation propose that material (both gas and already constructed galaxies) falls into the extended haloes around galaxies as flows along filaments. The orbital angular momentum of the infalling material over time tends to cause motion that has the same direction of rotation as that of the dominant galaxy in the halo, resulting in the build-up of a spiral disk in the galaxy. It is reasonable to assume that newly accreted satellites would share the sense of rotation, but that after a few orbits they would tend to become scrambled. Because infalling galaxies around Messier 31 adhere to such a thin plane, it would seem that they do not take many excursions before they are absorbed in the central galaxy. 1 report that scaling persists in a tissue-culture model that simulates early segmentation in the vertebrate embryo. The simple, two-dimensional geometry of this system, and the fact that it can be visualized in real time and manipulated, opens exciting avenues for studying the formation and scaling of vertebrate segmentation*.
The segmented organization of vertebrates is set up in the early embryo. As the embryo elongates along an anterior-posterior axis, segmented structures called somites bud regularly from the anterior end of its immature presomitic mesoderm (PSM) tissue [2] [3] [4] . The number of segments differs between species, but varies little between individuals of the same species. Seminal work by the developmental biologist Jonathan Cooke showed that surgical manipulations that reduce embryo size generate smaller yet well-proportioned embryos that are patterned normally along both anterior-posterior 5 and dorso-ventral 6 axes. In particular, somites become proportionally smaller, but their number and relative position are maintained 5 . The observation that somite number and size are regulated independently prompted the 'clock and wavefront' model, which postulates that spatial and temporal inputs are combined to define somite size and position 7, 8 . According to this model, the position at which a somite can be formed at a given time is defined by molecular concentration gradients that are positioned at a fixed distance from the posterior pole (the wavefront), and that move posteriorly through the PSM towards the pole as the embryo elongates. In parallel with this, cell-autonomous oscillations in gene expression that are coordinated across the tissue define the timing of segment formation. The overall outcome is sequential segment formation in an anterior-to-posterior direction.
The predicted oscillations in gene activity have been visualized in chemically fixed and in live embryos, and correlate with the progressive pattern of somite formation. Furthermore, genetic manipulations of wavefront velocity or oscillation frequency modulate segment size 3 , as predicted by the clock and wavefront model.
In the intact embryo, oscillations are synchronized between adjacent cells, probably through the activity of the Notch signalling pathway. The frequency of oscillation in gene expression decreases towards the anterior PSM, so that anterior cells reach maximal signalling activity later than posterior cells. Therefore, the pattern of Notch activity seems to propagate from the posterior to the anterior PSM. This wave of molecular activity is not part of the original clock and wavefront model. So, what could be the function of such waves? Do they contribute to somite differentiation or scaling? And what is the molecular basis for these dynamics? Answering these and related questions is greatly facilitated by the ability to visualize 9 and perhaps perturb the differentiation process as it progresses 
